Coherent reasoning under uncertainty can be represented in a very general manner by coherent sets of desirable gambles. This leads to a more general foundation for coherent (imprecise-)probabilistic inference that allows for indecision. In this framework, and for a given finite category set, coherent predictive inference under exchangeability can be represented using Bernstein coherent cones of multivariate polynomials on the simplex generated by this category set. We define an inference system as a map that associates a Bernstein coherent cone of polynomials with every finite category set. Inference principles can then be represented mathematically as restrictions on such maps, which allows us to develop a notion of conservative inference under such inference principles. We discuss, as particular examples, representation insensitivity and specificity, and show that there is an infinity of inference systems that satisfy these two principles.
The Setting: Predictive Inference
We deal with predictive inference for categorical variables, and are therefore concerned with a (possibly infinite) sequence of variables that assume values in some finite set of categories . After having observed a numberˇof them, and having found that, say 1 = 1 , 2 = 2 , . . . ,ˇ=ˇ, we consider some subject's belief model for the nextˆ≥ 1 variablesˇ+ 1 , . . .ˇ+^. In the probabilistic tradition that we build on in the paper, this belief is modelled by a conditional predictive probability mass function^(·| 1 , . . . ,ˇ) on the set^of their possible values. These probability mass functions can be used for prediction or estimation, for statistical inferences, and in decision making. In this sense, predictive inference lies at the heart of statistics, and more generally, of learning under uncertainty. For this reason, it is also of crucial importance for dealing with uncertainty in Artificial Intelligence. We refer to the synthesis by Geisser [1993] and the collection of essays by Zabell [2005] for introductions to predictive inference and the underlying issues that the paper is also concerned with.
The predictive probability mass functions for various values ofˇ,ˆand ( 1 , . . . ,ˇ) are connected by requirements of time consistency and coherence. The former requires that when 1 ≤ 2 , 1 (·| 1 , . . . ,ˇ) can be obtained from 2 (·| 1 , . . . ,ˇ) through marginalisation; the latter essentially demands that these conditional probability mass functions should be connected with time-consistent unconditional probability mass functions through Bayes's Rule.
A common assumption about the variables is that they are exchangeable, meaning roughly that the subject believes that the order in which they are observed, or present themselves, has no influence on the decisions and inferences she will make regarding these variables. This assumption, and the analysis of its consequences, goes back to de Finetti [1937] . His famous Representation Theorem states, in essence, that the time-consistent and coherent conditional and unconditional predictive probability mass functions associated with a countably infinite exchangeable sequence of variables in are characterised by, and characterise, a unique probability measure on the Borel sets of the simplex of all probability mass functions on , called their representation. 
The Central Problem of Predictive Inference
This leads us to the central problem of predictive inference: since there is an infinity of such probability measures on the simplex, which one does a subject choose in a particular context, and how can a given choice be motivated and justified? The subjectivists of de Finetti's persuasion might answer that this question needs no answer: a subject's personal predictive probabilities are entirely hers, and time consistency and coherence are the only requirements she should heed. Earlier scholars, like Laplace and Bayes, whom we would now also call subjectivists, invoked the Principle of Indifference to justify using a specific class of predictive mass functions. Proponents of the logicist approach to predictive inference would try enunciating general inference principles in order to narrow down, and hopefully eliminate entirely, the possible choices for the representing probability measures on the simplex. The logicians W. E. Johnson [1924] and, in a much more systematic fashion, Rudolf Carnap [1952] Walley [1996] and Walley and Bernard [1999] . Our point of view holds the middle ground between the subjectivist and logicist positions: it ought to be possible for a subject to make assessments for certain predictive probabilities, and to combine these with certain inference principles she finds reasonable, or which suit her purpose for the problem at hand. Indeed, the inference systems we introduce and discuss in the paper, and the notion of conservative coherent inference we associate with them, provide an elegant framework and tools for making conservative coherent predictive inferences that combine (local) subjective probability assessments with (general) inference principles. And our discussion later in the paper on characterising the immediate predictions for the IDMM constitutes an exercise in precisely that.
Conservative Probabilistic Inference
This idea of conservative probabilistic inference brings us to what we believe is our main contribution. It is a central idea in de Finetti's [1974] approach to probability that when a subject makes probability assessments, we can consider them as bounds on so-called precise probability models. Calculating such most conservative but tightest bounds is indeed what de Finetti's [1974] Fundamental Theorem of Prevision (see also [Lad, 1996] ) is about. The theory of imprecise probabilities, brought to a synthesis by Williams [1976] and Walley [1991; 2000] , looks at conservative probabilistic inference in precisely this way: how can we calculate efficiently the consequencesin the sense of most conservative tightest bounds-of making certain probability assessments. These may be local assessments, such as inequalities imposed on the probabilities or previsions of certain events or variables, or structural assessments, such as independence, or exchangeability.
One advantage of imprecise probability models is that they allow for imprecision, or in other words, the use of partial probability assessments using bounding inequalities rather than equalities. Another, related, advantage is that they allow for indecision to be modelled explicitly: loosely stated, if the imposed bounds on probabilities allow for more than one probability model as a solution, it may very well be that of two actions, the first has the higher expected utility for one compatible probability model, and the smaller for another compatible probability model, meaning that neither action is robustly preferred over the other. So with this current stated model for her beliefs, a subject is then undecided between these actions. In the paper, we give a concise overview of the relevant ideas, models and techniques in the field of imprecise probabilities. A much more extensive and detailed recent overview of this area of research was published by Augustin et al. [2014] .
4 So What Do We Aim at, Then?
Our paper, then, can be described as an application of ideas in imprecise probabilities to predictive inference. Its aim is to study-and develop a general framework for dealing withconservative coherent predictive inference using imprecise probability models. Using such models also allows us to represent a subject's indecision, which we believe is a natural state to be in when knowing, or having learned, little about the problem at hand. It seems important that theories of learning under uncertainty in general, and predictive inference in particular, at least allow us (i) to start out with conservative, very imprecise and indecisive models when little has been learned, and (ii) to become more precise and decisive as more observations come in. Our abstract notion of an inference system allows for-but does not force-such behaviour, and we provide examples of concrete inference systems that display it.
Our work builds on, but manages to reach much further than, an earlier paper by one of the authors [De Cooman et al., 2009a] . One reason why it does, is that this earlier work deals only with immediate prediction models-which focus on the caseˆ= 1-and as we argue extensively in the paper, predictive inference using imprecise probabilities is not completely determined by immediate prediction, contrary to what we can expect when using precise probabilities. But the main reason is that we are now in a position to use a very powerful mathematical language to represent imprecise-probabilistic inferences: Walley's [2000] coherent sets of desirable gambles. Earlier imprecise probability models [Boole, 1952; 1847; Koopman, 1940 ] centred on lower and upper probability bounds for events-or propositions. Later on [Walley, 1991, Section 2.7] , it became apparent that this language of events and lower and upper probabilities is lacking in power of expression: a much more expressive theory uses random variables and their lower previsions or expectations. This successful theory of coherent lower previsions is by now quite well developed [Walley, 1991; Augustin et al., 2014; Troffaes and De Cooman, 2014] . But it faces a number of problems, such as its mathematical as well as conceptual complexity, especially when dealing with conditioning and independence, and the fact that, as is the case with many other approaches to probability, and as we show in the paper, it has issues with conditioning on sets of (lower) probability zero.
A very attractive solution to these problems was offered by Walley [2000] , in the form of coherent sets of desirable gambles, inspired by earlier ideas [Smith, 1961; Williams, 1975; Seidenfeld et al., 1995] . Here, the primitive notions are not probabilities of events, nor expectations of random variables. The focus is rather on whether a gamble, or a risky transaction, is desirable to a subject-strictly preferred to the zero transaction, or status quo. And a basic belief model is now not a probability measure or lower prevision, but a set of desirable gambles. Of course, stating that a gamble is desirable also leads to a particular lower prevision assessment: it provides a lower bound of zero on the prevision of the gamble. We explain in great detail in the paper why we prefer to use sets of desirable gambles as our basic uncertainty models.
A Walk through the Paper
In summary, then, our aim is to use sets of desirable gambles to extend the existing probabilistic theory of predictive inference. How do we go about doing this?
5.1 Setting up the Machinery . . .
We first introduce basic building blocks, and give an overview of relevant notions and results concerning our imprecise probability model of choice-coherent sets of desirable gambles. In particular, we explain how to use them for conservative inference as well as conditioning; how to derive more commonly used models, such as lower previsions and lower probabilities, from them; and how they relate to precise probability models.
Next, we explain how we can describe a subject's beliefs about a sequence of variables in terms of predictive sets of desirable gambles, and the derived notion of predictive lower previsions. These imprecise probability models generalise the above-mentioned predictive probability mass functionŝ (·| 1 , . . . ,ˇ), and they constitute the basic tools we work with. We also explain what are the proper formulations for the above-mentioned time consistency and coherence requirements in this more general context.
We then take a first important step: we discuss a number of inference principles that we believe could be reasonably imposed on predictive inferences, and we show how to represent them mathematically in terms of predictive sets of desirable gambles and lower previsions. Pooling invariance-or what Walley [1996] has called the Representation Invariance Principle (RIP)-and renaming invariance seem reasonable requirements for any type of predictive inference, and category permutation invariance seems a natural thing to require when starting from a state of complete ignorance. Taken together, they constitute what we call representation insensitivity. It means that predictive inferences remain essentially unchanged when we transform the set of categories, or in other words that they are essentially insensitive to the choice of representation-the category set. Another inference principle we look at imposes the so-called specificity property: when predictive inference is specific, then for a certain type of question involving a restricted number of categories, a more general model can be replaced by a more specific model that deals only with the categories of interest, and will produce the same relevant inferences [Bernard, 1997] .
As a next important step, we recall from the literature [De Cooman et al., 2009b; De Cooman and Quaeghebeur, 2012] how to deal with exchangeability when our predictive inference models are imprecise, and show that de Finetti's Repre- sentation Theorem can be significantly generalised. In particular, the time-consistent and coherent predictive sets of desirable gambles can be characterised completely by a set of (multivariate) polynomials on the simplex of all probability mass functions on the category set.
2 This set of polynomials must satisfy a number of properties, which taken together define the notion of Bernstein coherence. Without becoming too technical at this point, our conclusion is that, in our more general context, the representing probability measure on the simplex of all probability mass functions is replaced by a Bernstein coherent set of polynomials on this simplex. This set of polynomials serves completely the same purpose as the representing probability measure: it completely determines, and conveniently and densely summarises, all predictive inferences. This is why all further developments in the paper are expressed in terms of such Bernstein coherent sets of polynomials.
We next introduce coherent inference systems as maps that associate with any finite set of categories a Bernstein coherent set of polynomials on the simplex of probability mass functions on that set. So a coherent inference system is a way of fixing completely all coherent predictive inferences for all possible category sets. Our reasons for introducing such coherent inference systems are twofold. First of all, the abovementioned inference principles impose connections between predictive inferences for different category sets, so we can represent such inference principles mathematically as restrictions on coherent inference systems. Secondly, it allows us to extend our method of conservative inference to also take into account principles for predictive inference, or more generally, predictive inference for multiple category sets at once. This leads to a method of combining (local) predictive probability assessments with (global) inference principles to produce the most conservative predictive inferences compatible with them.
. . . And Getting It to Work
As a first illustration of the power of our methodology, we then look at immediate prediction: what implications do representation insensitivity and specificity have for predictive inference about the single next observation? Our approach allows us to streamline, simplify and significantly extend previous attempts in this direction by De Cooman et al. [2009a] .
Then follow several explicit examples, worked out in great detail, to show that there are quite a few different types-even uncountable infinities-of coherent inference systems that are representation insensitive and/or specific. We discuss the vacuous and nearly vacuous inference systems, the skeptically cautious inference system, the family of IDMM inference systems, the family of skeptical IDMM inference systems, and the Haldane inference system. Most of these inference systems, apart from the IDMM, appear in the paper for the first time. Also, we believe that we are the first to publish a detailed and explicit-as well as still elegant-proof that the IDMM inference systems are indeed representation insensitive and specific. It should already be mentioned here, however, that our IDMM inference systems are based on a modified, and arguably better behaved, version of the models originally introduced by Walley and Bernard [Walley, 1996; Walley and Bernard, 1999; Bernard, 2005] ; we show that the original IDMM is not specific and that, contrary to what is often claimed, it does not satisfy the so-called nestedness property.
Our results also disprove the conjecture [Bernard, 2007; De Cooman et al., 2009a] that the IDMM inference systemsour version or the original one-are the only ones, or even the most conservative ones, that satisfy both representation insensitivity and specificity. But we do show that the IDMM family of immediate predictions-which are the same for our version and for the original one-are in a definite sense the most conservative ones that are representation insensitive and specific, and satisfy another requirement, which we have called 'having concave surprise'.
In the conclusions of the paper, we point to a number of surprising consequences of our results, and discuss avenues for further research.
